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4 c °Htent* ~ ‘ °f hunting-gathering studies has been

 fie,ltUrie s k US k ranc h of anthropology since its inception two
lo thro aC ^' The article reviews the developments of the
y &amp;0s, wh tW ° gyrations °f researchers, from the 1960s to
if^ tl0n en an ecological paradigm prevailed, to the present

 'hater- * atter’ largely in reaction to the excessively static
fjords tT) a ' st orientation of the previous approach, has turned
^ing” des °f analysis of foraging - or, today, largely “post-

S ^hibo|i c S ° c ' et ' es that are either historical or hermeneutical

(a ^ut ofC ' aS Wel1 as “revisionist” (giving to the field its lat-
^ po stJri c ° n t e ntiousness). It is suggested that these modern
^ th e fjj, ern l developments have expanded and reinvigo-
re " e d hy s ^d ’ w hose viability and raison d’etre has been ques-
d^fch 0^^ res earchers in recent years. While drawing on
 si ^'"sntlv Unter'gatherers globally, the article is focused pre-
/) f'flcance 0n the San, a hunter-gatherer group of paradigmatic

 tkl Qn hu^ ^ Unter"gatherer studies. [Southern Africa, San,
QeC(^ter'gatherers, hunter-gatherer revisionism debate,

nr°Pol0 °^’ behavioural/evolutionary ecology, history of
Slc al theory]k
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s Wj| f . uner, Dr., professor at the Department of Anthro-

6 c Oticl u n *“ aur * er University, Waterloo (Ontario, Canada).
bet U// §ei s j ed ethnographic fieldwork among the Naro and
id Icf 611 19q« n ^ Us hmen) of the Ghanzi District, Botswana,
k ^ ar&gt;d 2000 and the Omaheke District, Namibia,
O'*3 Bush * S f U *5 ** ca ti°ns include books, e.g., “Kalahari and

by o 1&lt;T n * n German South West Africa. Ethnographic
^ran ce rs ° p)rda* Soldiers and Settlers” (2005), “Tricksters

S^ n r° Bu S h m' Us hman Religion and Society” (1999), “The
et S 0 g ven °f Botswana” (1986), and several articles about

and ethnohistory. - See also References Cited.

and-a-half, which has seen some researchers tak
ing new directions and challenging - at times with
heated “revisionist” polemics - those who have
chosen to stay the course, continuing with the same
tried-and-tested, ecological program of research as
the previous generation of researchers. The princi
pal theoretical innovations, by the present gener
ation of researchers, have been the injection into
the hitherto static and materialist field of hunter-
gatherer studies of historical and political, as well
as humanistic-interpretive and symbolic-religious
dynamics and dimensions. Another development is
 the deromanticization of the hunter-gatherer, espe
cially iconic ones such as the Bushmen. 1* These

developments have reinvigorated the field, whose
viability and raison d’etre has been questioned by
some researchers in recent years. I will survey de
velopments of what has been a contentious branch
of anthropology over the thirty-five years and offer
an appraisal of the future of the field of foraging
studies - or postforaging studies, as the field will

likely be known as then.

Counting Calories, Defining Categories,
Building Models: The 1960s and Early 1980s

0l Vi n§ s&amp; • t ^ e y are fast disappearing, hunting-

 k S ? n thron )C|'eties contin ue to be a field of vigor-
S '° e en g s° °§ lca l research and debate. The latter

P e cially intense over the past decade-

Modem hunter-gatherer studies were launched in
1966, at the “Man the Hunter” conference in Chi-

1 Or San: as neither term is free of the taint of deprecation,
and as the search for a vernacular term appears to be futile
(Guenther 1999: 10f.), I employ both terms (and use them
interchangeably).


